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Dear Parents,
Trust all is well at your end. Another successful academic year has gone by and we in COIS look back with a
sense of satisfaction that we did our best to help shape your child into a bright, well groomed and balanced
child.
Improvements in COIS
The recent improvements in COIS are as follows :

 Balance. All Schools teach. All Schools have co-curricular activities. All Schools enforce discipline. But
who has found the Right Balance ? We in COIS claim that we indeed have found the Correct
Balance, between work and play, between strictness and leniency and between academics
and other activities. We are guided purely by the question - 'What is Best for the Child ?' That, and
only that, leads us to the Right Balance.
 Positivity. The COIS atmosphere, the environment, the teachers the staff, are now on a totally Positive
orientation. This positivity rubs onto the children. Many visitors have commented regarding
the Positive Environment in COIS. As a parent recently remarked - "Ï feel a sense of magnetism of
being drawn to COIS !" Positivity in the environment is of course a very good sign, because
research has shown that a child grows to his fullest in a Positive Environment.
 Global Education Excellence Award. COIS was awarded the Prime Time Global Education Excellence
Award in Mumbai, for being 'The Best School in International Programmes.'
 New Laboratory. A Design and Technology Laboratory has been created for the students.
 Life Skills Award. It was an honour to receive an award from Prime Time, for 'Excellence in Imparting
Life Skills.'
 New Buses. Two new AC buses have been procured for the children.
SMART AND HAPPY STUDENTS !

Dealing With Rudeness
Rudeness appears to have become the norm in human interactions. Politeness and civility are glossed over.
However, we at COIS are committed to keep rudeness at bay and teaching our children the right way of
speaking with each other.
A few guidelines, on how best to tackle rudeness in your child are as follows :

 Realise that rudeness is not acceptable.
 Correct the rudeness immediately.
 Draw a clear line of what is rudeness.
 Point out the rude behaviour right away.
 Tell the child that his behaviour is disrespectful.
 Set clear consequences if his rude behaviour continues.
 Let her know what behaviour is not acceptable.
 Don't accept excuses.
 Refuse to be drawn into a debate.
 Discipline appropriately.
Please remember, rudeness is unacceptable at any time, at any place. The mood of a person should not
dictate her manners.
Wishing each parent the very best, as you enjoy the Summer Break in the company of your children.
Thank you.
With best wishes,

Dr Colonel Atul Bhandari
Director
Calorx Olive International School
Ahmedabad

